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Abstract
The time required for a particle to slide frictionlessly down a set of ramps
connected end to end can be minimized numerically as a function of the
coordinates of the connection points between ramps and compared to the exact
cycloidal solution of the brachistochrone problem. It is found that a set of just
three joined ramps over a large range of geometrical aspect ratios has a descent
time within 5% of the optimal cycloid. The special case where the particle
starts and ends at the same height has sufficient symmetry that it can be
analyzed analytically using algebra alone. The level of analysis is appropriate
to an undergraduate classical mechanics course.

Keywords: brachistochrone, cycloid, inclined plane, descent time, conserva-
tion of mechanical energy, optimization

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The general problem of predicting the speed and elapsed time as an unpowered object (such
as a toy car) descends a track of some particular shape has long been used in introductory
physics to motivate the drawing of free-body diagrams and link the forces on that diagram to
mechanical energy and its dissipation [1, 2]. In the intermediate classical mechanics course,
undergraduate students are typically introduced to the brachistochrone problem: finding the
curve of fastest descent between two points that do not lie on a common vertical axis [3]. The
solution to this problem is often a student’s first significant encounter with a cycloid. Gluck
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has shown how such a track shape can be constructed and kinematic measurements made
using it [4]. The key idea is that the curve ( )x y, is traced out on a sheet of plywood by a pen
attached to the rim of a cylinder of radius R that rolls without slipping rightward along a
horizontal floor (defining the +x axis) through an angle θ so that

q= -( ) ( )y R 1 cos 1

and

q q= -( ) ( )x R sin . 2

The origin ( )0, 0 is the initial point from which a particle starts at rest when q = 0. (If
the particle starts with a nonzero speed υ0 then the origin must instead be located at a height
u g20

2 above the particle’s starting point [3].) The particle slides frictionlessly to a final point
( )L H, where the horizontal length traveled is >L 0 and the final height descended is H 0
with the +y axis chosen to point downward in the direction of the gravitational field of
strength g (by flipping the cycloid upside down). Given that the cylinder has rolled through an
angle q p<0 2max (in radians) to reach this final point, the values of the two parameters R
and θmax that define the cycloidal curve are found by simultaneously solving equations (1)
and (2) at that point,

q= -( ) ( )H R 1 cos 3max

and

q q= -( ) ( )L R sin . 4max max

Once these two parameters are found, the total descent time from the initial to the final
point can be calculated as [5]

q= ( )t
R

g
. 5cycloid max

It takes a fair bit of mathematics to derive the preceding results. Also it is a surprise to
many students that the curve can dip vertically below the final point (as occurs if q p>max ).
Consequently, there is pedagogical merit to starting with the familiar example of a particle
that frictionlessly slides down an inclined plane [6]. The properties of the exact cycloidal
solution can be approximated by connecting a set of N such ramps together so that they start
at ( )0, 0 and end at ( )L H, , as recently proposed [7] for the case of =N 2. Here we extend
the level of analysis and the number of ramps to more fully explore this idea.

2. Kinematics of connected inclined planes

Suppose the first ramp extends from the origin at =( ) ( )x y, 0, 00 0 to the point ( )x y, ,1 1 the
second ramp connects ( )x y,1 1 to ( )x y, ,2 2 and so on until the Nth ramp extends from the point

- -( )x y,N N1 1 to the final point =( ) ( )x y L H, , .N N In general, the ith ramp runs from
- -( )x y,i i1 1 to ( )x y,i i for = ¼i N1, 2, , . Therefore the length of the ith ramp is

= - + -- -( ) ( ) ( )l x x y y 6i i i i i1
2

1
2

and it is inclined at angle

f =
-
-

- -

-

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )

y y

x x
tan 7i

i i

i i

1 1

1
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to the horizontal (where the angle is positive for ramps sloping downward from left to right,
and negative for upward ones). Since the acceleration on a given ramp is constant (namely

fg sin i), the mean speed on it is the average of the speeds at its two ends, u u+-( ) 2.i i1 In
turn, the end speeds can be found from conservation of mechanical energy as

u = ( )gy2 8i i

since the particle starts from rest. Thus the total descent time for the joined set of inclined
planes is

=
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+
- + -

+
+ +

- + -

+
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assuming the particle can smoothly transition from one plane to the next without any
discontinuity in speed. Galileo analyzed this very situation in 1638 for the special case that all
of the endpoints lie along the circumference of a quarter circle [8]. In the same century,
Huygens extended Galileo’s work by comparing the times of descent of a frictionless particle
along inclined planes and along a cycloid [9]. More recently, a set of connected inclined
planes has been used to accurately model the Tour de France bicycle race [10].

Noting that the time for a particle to freefall vertically through a distance H starting from
rest is = ( )t H g2 ,freefall

1 2 it is convenient to rewrite equation (9) in dimensionless form in
terms of the variables ºX x H, ºY y H, and ºT t tfreefall (or equivalently choosing units
of distance and time such that =H 1 and =g 2) provided that H is nonzero. (The special
case of =H 0, when the particle starts and ends at the same altitude above the floor, will be
treated later in this article.) Then equation (9) becomes
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Figure 1. Graphs of Y versus X for various geometries whose intermediate coordinates
have been optimized to give minimum times of frictionless descent from the origin to
the point ( )5, 1 .
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The -( )N2 1 coordinates of the connection points between ramps that give the mini-
mum value of T are found by simultaneously solving the set of equations

¶
¶

=
¶
¶

=
¶
¶

=
¶
¶

= ¼
¶

¶
=

¶
¶

=
- -

( )T

X

T

Y

T

X

T

Y

T

X

T

Y
0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, and 0. 11

N N1 1 2 2 1 1

The solution can be obtained numerically in Mathematica using the command FindRoot
(much more rapidly than using NSolve) if reasonable starting guesses are provided for these
unknowns. Then those coordinates can be substituted back into equation (10) to calculate the
minimum descent time Tramps. For comparison, substitution of equation (3) into (5) leads to

q
q

º =
( )

( )T
t

t

2

sin 2
12cycloid

cycloid

freefall

max

max

provided again that H is nonzero.

3. Numerical results for H≠0

Figure 1 plots the optimized geometries computed from equation (11) when =L H 5 for the
case of two, three, four, or six connected ramps as dashed lines. Strikingly, two ramps form a
V-shape that dips well below the straight path of least distance between the initial and final
points; the first ramp is steep but short to give the particle a large initial acceleration. One sees
that a set of three ramps already resembles well the shape of the exact cycloidal solution
plotted as the continuous curve using equations (1)–(4). To be quantitative, figure 2 graphs
the descent times Tramps versus the number of ramps N. The percent difference between Tramps

and Tcycloid first falls below 5% for =N 3. (In contrast, a single inclined plane from the initial
to the final point would give a much longer descent time of = »T 26 5.1.) We conclude
that it suffices to connect three ramps together to demonstrate many of the general ideas of the
brachistochrone problem with sufficient simplicity that physical intuition can be applied and

Figure 2. Dimensionless times of descent for the geometries sketched in figure 1. The
results for 2, 3, 4, and 6 connected ramps are plotted by the dots, which asymptotically
approach the descent time for the optimal cycloid (with »R H 0.894 83 and
q » 4.5946 radmax ) indicated by the dashed line.
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that the mathematical computations remain accessible even to introductory university stu-
dents. Consequently the remainder of this article will focus on that geometry.

Figure 3 compares the discrete three-ramp configurations for fastest descent with the
continuous brachistochrone solutions for five more values of L H ranging from 1 to 100. In
all cases the first two ramps are sloped downward, whereas the third ramp is angled upward if
and only if L H exceeds a threshold value of approximately 2.27 (determined numerically by

Figure 3. Graphs of Y versus X for three connected ramps (plotted as the dashed lines)
and for cycloids (plotted as the continuous curves) which have been optimized to give
minimum times of descent from the origin to the point ( )L, 1 where L is equal to (a) 1,
(b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 10 and (e) 100.
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varying the value of L H until the calculated solution has =Y 12 ). In a roughly similar
fashion, the cycloid has q p>max (so that the right-hand end of the curve slopes upward)
when p> »L H 2 1.57. It is also interesting to note that both x L1 and x L2 (i.e., the x
coordinates of the intermediate connection points ratioed to L) increase in value with L. In
other words, the first ramp spans a larger fraction of the total horizontal distance and the third
ramp a smaller fraction of the total as L increases from one panel of figure 3 to the next.

Figure 4 quantitatively compares the descent times for the connected ramps and for the
cycloids. To compress the large range of aspect ratios, the horizontal axis plots the square root
of L H. Likewise the range of descent times is compressed by dividing T by the same square
root on the vertical axis. Both sets of data curves have the same general shape, notably
including the dip at a horizontal value of =( )L H 2 .1 2 1 2 The ramp times (plotted as the
square symbols) range from 0.7% to 4.4% longer than the cycloid times (plotted as the round
symbols). Video analysis could be used to experimentally verify these theoretical predic-
tions [11].

4. The special case of H=0

The case where the particle starts and ends at the same height above the floor makes it
particularly obvious that the curve of fastest transit must dip below the line of shortest
distance between these two end points [5]. Inspection of equations (3) and (4) indicates that
q p= 2max and p= ( )R L 2 when =H 0. Then equation (5) becomes p=t L g2cycloid

where L is the horizontal distance between the initial and final points of the curve. Conse-
quently

Figure 4. Plot of the scaled time of descent, T H L , versus the scaled horizontal

distance between the initial and final points, L H . The values for the triple connected
ramps in figures 1 and 3 are graphed as the square symbols, whereas the round symbols
plot the cycloid values from equation (12) after numerically solving for θmax from the
ratio of equations (3) and (4). The solid line marks the cycloidal limiting value
p » 1.772 as  ¥L H from equation (13), whereas the dashed line indicates the

ramp limit of »/ /2 3 1.8611 2 1 4 according to equation (15).
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in the limit as H L 0 or equivalently as  ¥L H . The solid line in figure 4 shows that
the brachistochrone descent times approach this limiting value asymptotically.

As a particle slides frictionlessly along such a cycloid, it starts from rest, picks up speed,
and then slows back down, just reaching the final point with zero speed again. If unhindered,
the particle would then reverse its motion and slide back to the origin. This reversal corre-
sponds to the fact that the cycloidal path has horizontal reflection symmetry about its lowest
altitude point at p( )L L2, . That behavior is already approximately observed in figure 3(e)
when =H L 0.01 for which the lowest point of the cycloid has a Y coordinate very nearly
equal to p »100 31.8. In like fashion, the three-ramp configuration for =H 0 has the same
reflection symmetry4. Consequently, the middle ramp must be horizontal, and the first and
third ramps must be inclined at equal and opposite angles f to the horizontal, as sketched in
figure 5. Denote the vertical and horizontal distances spanned by either end ramp as h and s,
respectively. Then the time it takes the particle to move from the initial point A to the final
point C is double the time it takes to reach the midpoint B given by

=
+ + - ( )t

h s L s

gh

2 2

2
14AB

2 2

using similar ideas as were used to derive equation (9). Computing ¶ ¶ =t s 0AB leads to
=s h 3 (in agreement with section 5 of Theilmann [7]) so that f = 60 . Next computing

¶ ¶ =t h 0AB and substituting in =h s32 2 implies =s L 6. Interestingly, it is possible to
perform this minimization without using calculus, as shown in the appendix, so that the three-
ramp problem for the case of =H 0 could be treated even in an algebra-based physics course.

To summarize, the fastest descent occurs when the particle first descends a 60° ramp for a
horizontal distance of L 6, then travels along a level ramp for a distance of L2 3, and finally
ascends a 60° ramp for another horizontal distance of L 6. According to equation (14) the
total transit time is then = = ( )/ /t t L g2 3 4ramps AB

1 4 1 2 and hence by the same logic as
equation (13) one obtains

Figure 5. The three-ramp geometry that results in fastest transit time from initial point
A at ( )0, 0 to final point C at ( )L, 0 . The configuration has horizontal reflection
symmetry about the midpoint B at ( )L h2, .

4 This symmetry assumes there is a unique configuration of three ramps with minimum descent time. Differentiation
shows that equation (9) for the case of =N 3 and =H 0 has a unique minimum at = -x L x1 2 if =y y .1 2 However,
we have not found an analytical proof that y1 must be equal to y2 for this case, although the numerical results imply
that it is true.
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= ( )T
H

L
2 3 15ramps

in the limit as  ¥L H , plotted as the dashed line in figure 4. This limiting value is only
5% larger than that found in equation (13).

5. Conclusions

Deriving and working with the cycloidal solution to the brachistochrone problem can be a bit
involved. The standard theoretical approach is to first deduce the Euler–Lagrange equation
from the calculus of variations, and then use that equation to obtain an integral solved in terms
of a parametric form of the cycloid via a new variable representing a cylinder of radius R that
rolls through an angle θ. On the experimental side, it takes some special work to cut a piece of
plywood or shape a flexible track into the appropriate curve, and then make measurements of
position, speed, and elapsed time during the descent that can be related back to the appro-
priate theoretical variables. However, a reasonably good approximation to the exact solution
is possible using a set of connected inclined planes. Such inclines are familiar to physics
students and already available in their laboratories. In fact, if one restricts attention to the case
of three joined planes that start and end at the same height above a tabletop, the theoretical
analysis can be done purely algebraically. Furthermore, the experimental setup is then simple:
place two 60° ramps each having horizontal length s on a tabletop so that they face each other
with their bottom-most points (where they contact the table) separated by a distance of 4s. A
ball could be rolled along starting from the top of one ramp, and photogate or video mea-
surements made. (It would help to place guide rails along the table between the two ramps,
and to add two small sheets of flexible plastic to smooth out the transitions from the ramps to
the tabletop.) As long as the ball rolls without slipping (and rolling friction is neglected) the
analysis in this paper for frictionless particles applies to it [12]: equation (8) becomes
u g= +( )gy2 1i i and so one merely needs to replace g by the reduced value g+ -( )g 1 1

everywhere. Here g º ( )I mr2 where I is the moment of inertia of the ball about its center of
mass and r is the radius of the ball. (For example g = 0.4 for a uniform solid ball.) But as
equation (10) indicates, the shape of the optimal track is independent of g and hence of g .

It is true that a 60° ramp is steep and a ball on it would probably not roll without slipping,
and might even lose contact and bounce at the transition points between the inclines and the
table. One could thus impose additional constraints on the problem, in the spirit of the
unrestrained brachistochrone problem proposed by Stork [13], such as that the ball has to start
on horizontal starting and ending platforms and that there is a maximum slope of the track.
Such constraints might again be more easily investigated theoretically and experimentally
using connected inclined planes.

Other physics problems involving plane curves might also be amenable to analysis in
terms of joined straight segments. For example, the hanging rope catenary problem could be
approximated by considering a discrete set of rigid rods connected end-to-end via short pieces
of string and minimizing the gravitational potential energy of the set. One could even use rods
of different thickness or composition to model nonuniform hanging cables [14].

Appendix

Here it is shown how to minimize equation (14) with respect to the two parameters h and s for
a given L using algebra alone, in the spirit of the challenge in footnote 1 of Theilmann [7].
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Start by considering h to be fixed while optimizing s. Recast equation (14) in dimensionless
form by defining º ( ) /T g h t2 1 2

AB and ºX s h to get

= + - + ( ) ( )T X X L h2 1 2 . A.12

Then the time is minimized by finding the value of X that minimizes

º + - ( )Y X X2 1 . A.22

Add X to both sides, square that equation, and then rearrange the result to get

- + - =( ) ( )X YX Y3 2 4 0. A.32 2

This quadratic equation in X is solved using the quadratic formula to obtain

=
 - ( )X

Y Y2 3

3
. A.4

2

We require X to be positive. Starting from large positive values of Y, we have to choose
the plus sign in equation (A.4) to get a positive value of X. Now progressively decrease the
value of Y. Once it becomes smaller than 2, we can choose either sign in equation (A.4) and
get two positive values of X. As we continue to decrease the value of Y still more, we see from
equation (A.4) that these two values of X converge toward one common value when =Y 3 .
We cannot decrease Y any more than that, because then equation (A.4) has no real solutions
for X. Therefore, the smallest value of Y that gives a positive real solution for X is

= ( )Y 3 . A.5min

If we substitute that value of Y back into equation (A.4), we see that it occurs at a value of
X equal to

= ( )X 1 3 A.6min

so that the minimum descent time occurs when =s h 3 in agreement with the result in
section 4.

Next, we substitute =s h 3 into equation (14) and recast it into another dimensionless
form by defining t º ( ) /g L t4 1 2

AB and ºZ h L to get

t = + = - +- -( ) ( ) [( ) ( ) ] ( )/ / / / /Z Z Z Z6 2 6 2 48 . A.71 2 1 2 1 4 1 4 2 1 4

This expression is minimized when the squared term in brackets is zero, so that

= ( )Z 1 12 A.8min

which corresponds to =h L 12 . This result in turn implies that = =s h L3 6, again
in agreement with section 4.
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